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Abstract: With the evolution of big data, data owners require the
assistance of a third party (e.g., cloud) to store, analyze the data and
obtain information at a lower cost. However, maintaining privacy is
a challenge in such scenarios. It may reveal sensitive information.
The existing research discusses different techniques to implement
privacy in original data using anonymization, randomization, and
suppression techniques. But those techniques are not scalable,
suffers from information loss, does not support real time data and
hence not suitable for privacy preserving big data mining. In this
research, a novel approach of two-level privacy is proposed using
pseudonymization and homomorphic encryption in spark
framework. Several simulations are carried out on the collected
dataset. Through the results obtained, we observed that execution
time is reduced by 50%, privacy is enhanced by 10%. This scheme
is suitable for both privacy preserving Big Data publishing and
mining.
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1. Introduction
Heterogeneous Big data sets requires better mechanisms to
handle and analyse it in real-time. No doubt, Big data
technologies like Hadoop developed by Apache gives
efficient solutions to analyse Big data [1] [2]. High-end
resources are required to store huge data and it incurs huge
cost for enterprises to procure these resources and
technologies. Cloud computing technology can help data
owners to store their data at lesser cost. But since, cloud is a
third party, privacy is a big challenge for Big data in cloud.
Big data privacy is a major issue as it may disclose sets of
sensitive data with regard to hospitals, banks, identity of an
individual etc. For example, bank account data can disclose
the financial condition of a person, health data can disclose
the type of disease a person is suffering from, which is
considered as a sensitive data for any individual [3][4].
Data owners take the help of third party to analyse the data
and get results by paying lesser cost. Big data analysis is
more beneﬁcial if it is published. But, if published to third
party, privacy cannot be assured and it remains to be a big
challenge in today’s scenario [7] [8]. So, to preserve privacy
of sensitive Big data, we need techniques which can be
called as privacy preserving Big data publishing. Further,
third party like Cloud can be used by data owners for data
mining, pattern mining, web mining etc. The sensitive
mining results should not be disclosed to third party. This
can be achieved by using privacy preserving Big data
mining. Hadoop is a big innovation for analysing Big data in
which map reduce technique is used to divide the data into
diﬀerent parts and execute in parallel using diﬀerent
mappers. Spark is a Hadoop tool which is an improvement
over traditional map reduce, because it is a lot times faster
and is able to analyse real time data [12]. In [24], researchers

have discussed greedy algorithms for anonymization.
This research aims to ensure data privacy and user privacy.
While maintaining the user’s privacy, the scheme prevents
user from getting any information other than a single
physical bit of data. The evaluation of this is based on
combining pseudonymization with homomorphic encryption.
Specifically, the contributions of this research are as follows.
1. Two level privacy using pseudonymization and
holomorphic encryption
2. Homomorphic encryption implementation in Spark
cluster.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers literature
survey. The proposed system is covered in section 3,
followed by results and discussions in Section 4. Finally,
conclusion is offered in Section 5.

2. Literature Survey
Homomorphic encryption is signiﬁcant in solving data
security problems. In recent times, the requirements of
privacy for the digital data and algorithms to process them
have increased exponentially. Here, we discuss some related
works on privacy preserving techniques for Big data
applications.
In [1] [2] [3], researchers opine that calculating quasiidentiﬁers manually leads to disclosure of explicit identiﬁers
and hence inaccurate results. So, they proposed entropy
based detection of quasi-identiﬁers. The attributes with high
entropy is found to be more sensitive. Further, the quasiidentiﬁers are anonymized along with the explicit identiﬁers
to achieve privacy before publishing data. Similar research
carried out in [4] [5] has scalability issues. Research
discussed in [13] implemented k-anonymity and l-diversity
privacy in Hadoop framework and achieves scalability using
Big data technology. But, it still suﬀers from disclosure
attacks and it can be better used for privacy preserving data
publishing rather than privacy preserving data mining.
In [6], map reduce framework along with top down
specialization technique helps to achieve anonymization. In
that work, the large data set is divided into smaller sets and
anonymized using diﬀerent mappers. Later, the results are
combined through reducer and next level anonymization is
implemented. To achieve it, the data is ﬁrst clustered using
k-means clustering to place similar data items in same
partition. It reduces data distortion and achieves some
scalability, but it is unable to tackle large data processing
problems. Also, the work is prone to several attacks and
cannot be used for privacy preserving outsourced mining. In
[10], researchers proposed a hybrid approach of top down
specialization and up generalization to achieve
anonymization on the given datasets. That approach is
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implemented in map reduce platform.
For privacy preservation, the researchers in [11] employed
machine learning algorithms. The training data is segmented
for analysis in the map reduce framework. Local mappers
analyse data in parallel and generate results for the related
data set. The reducer then combines the results and applies
privacy logic to avoid complexity. Although that study
overcomes the challenge of Big Data analytics, it lacks
privacy because it employs readily hacked cryptographic
approaches. Local sensitive hashing technique is proposed in
[7]. That technique is implemented in map reduce framework
to handle privacy in Big data. The data is divided and local
sensitive hashing technique is implemented on each data set
and then results are combined. The privacy technique is
parallelized in [15] using map reduce framework. Firstly,
huge data set is divided into many small sized clusters. Then,
anonymization is used. Later in reducer, the mapper results
of anonymized parts of data are combined. The information
loss is found to be less thereby enhancing data utility. In
[8], local recoding problem in anonymization of Big data is
solved and scalability increased using map reduce
framework. The proximity aware clustering is used which
assures privacy. A novel technique called FAST is proposed
in [12], that uses high speed technique to anonymize Big
data streams. In it, researchers have used multithreading
technique for parallel computation. The stream is divided
into parts and assigned to threads. Each thread processes one
set of data. The work gives better performance compared to
few works and lesser information loss. Map reduce kanonymity is introduced in [13]. Researcher have taken
Indian election data set from one of its state and applied
generalization and suppression in quasi-identiﬁer attributes.
The improved k-anonymity implemented in map reduce
framework achieved better privacy and performance as
compared to k-anonymity. Big data privacy scheme based
on optical geometric transformations is discussed in [29]. It
achieves better privacy but not suitable for big data sets. In
[9], micro aggregation method is used to hide original data,
where the explicit identifiers and quasi identifiers values are
aggregated to hide original values. Researchers in [6] [30]
have discussed various privacy preserving techniques used
for classification and their merits and demerits. Summary
and performance of existing works is given in Table 1 and
Table 2 respectively.
Table 1. Summary of the works on Privacy in Big data
[Ref.]

[1]

[3]

Technique
used

Advantage

Limitations

Twophase
entropy

The quasi-identiﬁers
are
anonymized
along with explicit
identiﬁers to achieve
privacy
before
publishing data

The work does not
include
multiple
attributes
while
anonymizing
dataset based on
quasi-identifier to
reduce the overall
complexity of the
anonymization
process.

MapRedu
ce based
approach

A highly scalable
median-finding
algorithm combining
the idea of the
median of medians
and
histogram
technique is proposed
and the recursion
granularity
is
controlled to achieve
cost-effectiveness

Ensuring
privacy
preservation
of
largescale data sets
needs to be done.
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[8]

Proximity
-aware
localrecoding
anonymiz
ation with
mapreduc
e

[25]

Privacypreserving
big data
publishing

[26]

An
Efficient
Hybrid
Clustering
Preservin
g
Differenti
al Privacy

[27]

Enhanced
Secured
Map
Reduce
layer

[29]

Efficient
privacy
preservati
on of big
data

Proposed

Homomor
phic
encryptio
n
and
pseudony
mization.

A scalable two-phase
clustering approach
consisting of a tancestors clustering
(similar to k-means)
algorithm and a
proximity-aware
agglomerative
clustering algorithm
is proposed
Addresses
privacy
problem in big data,
evaluates big data
components
from
privacy perspective,
privacy risks and
protection methods in
big data publishing
Proposes a novel,
effective hybrid kmeans
clustering
preserving
differential privacy in
Spark,
namely
Differential Privacy
Hybrid
k-means
(DPHKMS).
Based on lightweight
encryption,
which
uses randomization
and
perturbation
methods
for
maintaining security
and integrity.
Proposed an efficient
and scalable nonreversible
perturbation
algorithm for privacy
preservation of big
data via optimal
geometric
transformations.
The proposed work
aims to ensure data
privacy and user
privacy.

Not suitable for
preserving privacy
in cloud

Complexity
with
regard to privacy
not addressed.

Needs to ensure the
level of privacy
protection further.

Focus needed on the
privacy and security
of Big Data, which
is generated in realtime.

The efficiency
scalability of
algorithm for
datasets
discussed.

and
the
big
not

Needs to test the
system
for
providing privacy in
federated
cloud
system

Common gaps observed in existing research are that the
privacy preserving big data mining techniques are not
scalable. Further, it does not work for real time data privacy,
and suffers from information loss. We intend to overcome
these issues in the proposed scheme, discussed in the
subsequent sections.
Table 2. Performance metrics comparison on Privacy in Big
data
[Ref.]
[1]
[3]
[8]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[29]
Proposed

Privacy
H
M
H
M
H
M
H
H

Information loss
H
L
L
L
L
H
L
H

Time
M
H
H
M
L
H
H
H

3. Preliminaries
3.1 Pseudonymization
Pseudonymization processes personal data in a way that no
longer attributes to speciﬁc meaning without using extra
information. Random codes are used to hide the original
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identities. In other words, pseudonymization is an
information management and de-identiﬁcation technique by
which recognizable data ﬁelds inside an information record
are replaced by at least one pseudonyms. Pseudonymization
does not remove all recognizing data from the information,
yet reduces the link ability of a dataset with the identity of an
individual.
3.2 Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is a technique for encryption
that permits any information to remain scrambled while it is
being prepared and controlled. It permits clients or a third
party (for example, a Cloud service provider) to apply
functions on scrambled information without needing to
reveal the values of the data. HE resembles diﬀerent types of
open encryption in that it utilizes an open key to encode
information and permits just the person with private key
decode the information. What separates it from diﬀerent
types of encryption is that it utilizes a mathematical
framework to permit elements to perform a variety of
computations (or procedures) on the scrambled information.
Figure 1 shows how analysis can be done by cloud on an
encrypted data. In this, data owner encrypts the data and
sends it for storage in the cloud. When user generates a
query, cloud does the analysis on encrypted data and send
encrypted results to the data owner which can be decrypted
by them (the data owner).
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The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 2, and the
procedure given in Algorithm 1. The Apache Spark stream
data processing is aimed at processing data in batches for
faster and parallel execution. Pseudonymization replaces
most distinguishing inside an information record by at least
one pseudonym. The work is implemented on Spark
framework with an aim to improve the performance of the
privacy technique.
Algorithm 1
Procedure for the proposed system
Inputs: Huge data stream
Output: encrypted data;
Description:
1. Initially sample dataset is taken from the owner
2. This dataset contain some unwanted and incomplete
data.
3. Using pre-processing, the unwanted/ / incomplete data
can be removed. This step helps to speed up the process of
structuring the dataset on which pseudonymization can be
applied.
4. The data set is divided into several parts of different
size for conversion into a stream for real time processing.
5. The explicit identifier attributes are converted into
pseudo codes.
6. The pseudonymized data is encrypted using
homomorphic encryption in Spark platform.
7. The encrypted data is sent to public Cloud for analysis.
Since it is homomorphic encryption, data can be
encrypted leading to privacy preservation.
8. Spark technique of Hadoop is used to parallelize the
homomorphic encryption for real-time data. It returns the
encrypted data.

Figure 1: Analysis on homomorphic encrypted data
3.3 Apache Spark
Apache Spark core is an execution engine which provides inmemory computing and can also reference data from an
external storage. Spark SQL has schema RDD that handles
both structured and unstructured data. The data structure in
Spark is Resilient Distributed Data sets (RDDs). RDD is a
collection of objects which is distributed among different
nodes in Spark cluster. In Spark, state of memory is stored as
objects and these objects can be shared among nodes for
different jobs. These objects cannot be changed over time.
RDDs can contain any type of Python, Java, or Scala objects,
including user-defined classes.
RDD is the read-only partitioned collection of records and
can be written only once. RDD stores the state of memory as
an object across the jobs and the object is sharable between
those jobs. Data sharing in memory is 10 to 100 times faster.

4. Proposed Real Time Big Data Privacy
Scheme
We consider a dataset (relevant to Big data application) and
apply two-level privacy scheme on the original data to
perform pseudonymization and homomorphic encryption.

Figure 2. Proposed Model
The data set used in proposed work is online retail data of
several transactions of gift items in UK online ecommerce
website for two years duration available at Kaggle [29]. This
data has fields such as Invoice Number, Stock Code,
Description, Quantity, Invoice Date, Unit Price, Customer Id
and Country. It has 54900 tuples. Data is pre-processed to
remove missing values and outliers. In the first step of the
work, pseudonymization is applied to the pre-processed data.
Algorithm 2 is used for pseudonymization. In the
pseudonymized data set, the sensitive explicit identifier
values are replaced by pseudo-strings for that value.
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Consider the sample dataset of online retail in Table 3. Let us
assume that the attribute ‘Description’ is the sensitive
attribute and explicit identifier which discloses the identity of
the particular product. There are total of 4862 unique
products in the data set. We generate the dictionary of three
letter random words for each of those products.
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Table 4. Pseudonymized Data

In this work, multiplicative homomorphic encryption is used.
The steps in multiplicative homomorphic encryption
algorithm is explained in Algorithm 3.

Figure 3. Apache Spark Stream Data Processing
This dictionary is created using python random string
generation. To pseudonymize the product name, we generate
the same number of random strings as products. So, each
product name is pseudonymized to a different string. These
strings are three letter random words. The random pseudonumbers generated for the considered dataset are: ['YWS',
'RDF', 'ILA', 'UTM', 'FHP', SHU, TUY]. The pseudonymized
data is given in Table 4. The original data is now seen to be
secured as its identity is hidden.
Algorithm 2 Pseudonymized Scheme
Inputs: A Sample Dataset
Output: Pseudonymized data set;
Description:
1. Select the number of columns ‘n’ to be pseudonymized.
2. For i=(0 to n)
3. Generate ‘n’ list of random strings
4. The list is saved in excel file format
5. For j= (0 to n)
6. Replace column(j) with list(j)
Partial
homomorphic
encryption
is
applied
in
pseudonymized data, as it is possible to add and multiply
encrypted values.
Table 3. Sample Dataset

Algorithm 3: Multiplicative homomorphic encryption
algorithm
Input: Pseudonymized Data
Output: Encrypted Data
Step 1: Key Generation
• Generate two random large prime numbers ‘a’
and ‘b'.
• Calculate modulus
.
• Calculate PHI,
• Choose an integer e such that 1<e<∅(n) and e is
coprime to ∅(n)
• Compute d so that
• Public key is(n,e) and private key is (n,d).
Step 2: Encryption:
• If m is the message then cipher text can be
calculated as c=m^e mod n
• Two ciphers are generated as c1=〖m1〗^e mod n
and c2=〖m2〗^e mod n.
• Calculate
multiplication
of
ciphers
as
C=〖(c1×c2)〗^(e ) mod n.
Step 3: Decryption:
• Message can be decrypted as m=c^d mod n
• Multiplicative message can be decrypted as
m=〖(c1×c2)〗^d mod n
Spark streaming is added as an add-on to the core Spark
API for the processing of live data streams with the features
of increased scalability, high throughput and fault tolerance.
Spark streaming divides live stream data into chunks called
as Dstreams which is a sequence of RDDs, which are
subsequently processed to form a final stream. The Dstreams
are ingested to Worker nodes of spark cluster for parallel
processing. Spark supports in memory processing so it is
faster than Hadoop - 100 times for data in RAM and upto 10
times for data in storage. The process of RDD creation is
shown in figure 4. Steps in implementation of Spark
streaming are:
• Create a Streaming context with two execution threads
and interval of 2 seconds. This Dstream is connected to a
TCP port.
• Apply transformation and output operations to
DStreams to define the streaming computations.
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• Use streamingContext.start() to begin receiving and
processing data.
• Wait for the processing to be stopped using
streamingContext.awaitTermination() or stop it manually
using streamingContext.stop().
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big data mining but other existing work can be used only for
privacy preserving big data publishing. Proposed work uses
spark for homomorphic encryption implementation. The inmemory processing of Spark is used for faster access. So, it
supports real time privacy preserving of streaming big data
without storing. This is very beneficial, as maximum data in
modern times is generated in real time. The other techniques
discussed in [25] and [27] do not support privacy on real
time data. Table 5 shows the comparison on application of
different techniques.

Figure 4. Sequence of RDDs

5. Results and Discussion
We have used Databricks [29] as spark cluster. DataBricks is
an open and unified data analytics platform for data
engineering, data science, machine learning, and analytics.
This is developed by Apache. It is created by the original
creators of Apache Spark, Delta lake, MLflow, and Koalas.
Simulation is carried out in 15.8 GB memory with 2 GB
RAM. Following are the parameters assessed:
• Running time: The running time is referred to as the time
for the encryption and decryption process .
• Privacy: Privacy refers to the protection of information on
individual data.
• Information loss: It is the amount of loss in data after
encryption/decryption process.
The homomorphic encryption algorithm is run on different
size of pseudonymized data in spark cluster. Figure 5 shows
evaluation of time for encryption in minutes among various
algorithms on different size of data. Research works such as
[25] and [27] use Hadoop for parallel processing on data
stored in hard disk. Those works are faster than traditional
single system computation but not very fast when data size
increases with very high speed. The proposed system is seen
to perform encryption/decryption faster owing to application
of spark in memory processing and is also scalable for the
same reason. The execution time is reduced by 50% than
existing techniques.
In [27], secure layer is introduced between HDFS and map
reduce layer. They have used perturbation and randomization
to provide privacy in original data using map-reduce
framework. Performance of [27] is better than [25] because
of light weight algorithms but utility in [27] is reduced
because of perturbation. Also, [27] has only one level of
privacy and is used only for privacy preserving Big data
publishing but not for mining as it does not give good results
for perturbed data in cloud. In the proposed work, we have
used two level privacy as pseudonymization and
homomorphic encryption, so it achieves 85% privacy. Figure
6 shows the comparison of privacy for existing techniques
and proposed scheme. Since, homomorphic encryption
allows computations, it can be used for privacy preserving

Figure 5. Data size vs. Execution Time

Figure 6. Comparison of techniques
Figure 7 shows the comparative analysis of information loss.
Both [25] and [27] have used anonymization methods for
privacy which modifies the original data. Those methods
provides privacy by modifying the original values but
decrease the data utility or increase the information loss. As
a result, when cloud performs the analysis on modified data,
then the results accuracy is poor. The proposed scheme
employs homomorphic encryption to provide privacy. In
homomorphic encryption, data is not modified or
anonymized with individual values. As a result, when the
data is decrypted by the data owners using private key, we
get data that is close to the original. This also allows cloud to
perform calculations on encrypted data for mining.
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Figure 7. Information Loss vs. Privacy Technique
Table 5. Comparison on Applications
Technique

Privacy
Preserving
Big data
publishing

Privacy
Preserving
Big data
mining

Preserving
Privacy on real
time data

[25]

Yes

No

No

[27]

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Proposed
Work

6. Conclusion
The proposed work aims to ensure data privacy and user
privacy
using
homomorphic
encryption
and
pseudonymization, respectively. Owing to usage of two level
privacy, the proposed scheme is robust than other techniques
in terms of privacy. Further, the usage of Spark for running
homomorphic encryption leads to higher scalability and
support for preserving privacy in real time data. On using the
proposed scheme for privacy preserving big data mining in
cloud for third party, privacy of original data is ensured.
Demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed scheme in
heterogeneous settings such as federated cloud computing
environment will be the focus of future research.
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